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Marine biologist Susie Cooper traded her life in America for a dream job on the rugged Scottish coast. Now
all she lacks is the right man to start a family with. After their first meeting, she knows sexy Detective
Inspector Nick Archer isn't what she's looking for. He's the type of guy whose idea of commitment is staying
the whole night.

Nick has returned to St. Andrews for one reason only—to fulfill his vow to find his wife's killer. Relentless
in his twelve-year quest for justice, he has no problem using Susie to get close to his primary suspect: her
boss. But the passion between them smolders, and as it ignites, Nick finds himself torn between his past and
his present—with Susie.

When one of her boss's students is murdered, Nick's investigation draws Susie into a web of madness and
betrayal. They will have to learn to trust each other if they're going to catch a killer...and come out of this
alive.
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From reader reviews:

Thomas Lemos:

With other case, little men and women like to read book Sea of Suspicion. You can choose the best book if
you like reading a book. Providing we know about how is important a new book Sea of Suspicion. You can
add information and of course you can around the world by the book. Absolutely right, due to the fact from
book you can understand everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you can be known.
About simple point until wonderful thing you may know that. In this era, you can open a book or even
searching by internet system. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel bored stiff to go to the
library. Let's read.

Hermelinda Anthony:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the headline Sea of
Suspicion suitable to you? The actual book was written by famous writer in this era. The book untitled Sea of
Suspicionis the main of several books that will everyone read now. This particular book was inspired lots of
people in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know
previous to. The author explained their idea in the simple way, so all of people can easily to recognise the
core of this reserve. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. So you can
see the represented of the world in this book.

Alice Olivares:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to opt for book like
comic, small story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not trying Sea of Suspicion that give your
pleasure preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be
said as the way for people to know world better then how they react when it comes to the world. It can't be
said constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to end up being
success person. So , for all of you who want to start looking at as your good habit, you are able to pick Sea of
Suspicion become your personal starter.

Brian Robinson:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by world wide web on social media.
You can choose the most effective book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever simply by searching from
it. It is referred to as of book Sea of Suspicion. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without causing the
printed book, it might add your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most significant that, you
must aware about book. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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